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Santa and the three bears vhs

Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Edit Comments Share Channel 5 and Tempo Video Santa and the Three Bears were released by Tempo Video on November 5, 1990, and it was re-released by Channel 5 and Tempo Video in October 27, 1997. Edit source] It's winter, Nana calls her two cubs to prepare to hibernate, but the
naughty cubs run down to the Forestry Station. Their friend the Ranger sends them home as the snow starts to fall. After playing for a while, they see the ranger decorating his Christmas tree. He tells them all about the magic of Christmas and the cubs are eagerly rushing home to tell their mother. They hang up their stockings and wait to see what will
happen! The soft snowfall turns into a blizzard and the disappointed cubs fall asleep. They are woken up by the sound of Ho-Ho-Ho and see their stockings ovrflowing with gifts. Did Santa really come or was it their friend dressing the Ranger in a Santa costume? Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. SANTA AND THE
THREE BEARS (Goodtimes Home Video, 1990/Alpha Video Distributors, 1993)It likely enthralling animated specials from 1970 have appeared on numerous public domain releases, but rarely in complete form, and almost always without the live-action turnaround (the ranger begins to tell his story to two children). You'll usually find a 46-minute edit on VHS,
DVD and YouTube, though I've seen at least one tape (A Visions of Christmas release I don't own anymore) cut it to 30 minutes! After years of searching, I finally got a full version on a multi-DVD collection called Holiday Family Classics, released by Mill Creek Entertainment in 2008.The Goodtimes release above is the same as their 1992 Kids Klassics band,
but with a different cover. The Alpha Video tape appears to be sharing their Christmas Classics line, but unlike the previous six ties in the series, there don't appear to be two previous versions of this release. It's worth noting that almost every release I see from this movie shows the three bears alongside Santa Claus, even if they (SPOILERS) don't interact
with him at all in the actual cartoon! (The three photos at the bottom are another incomplete version, released on DVD by Westlake in 2004,) + EUR 25.46 Addl. CostsUS $9.99Get it by Mon, Jan 4 - Fri, Jan 8 of Moosup, Connecticut • Brand new condition • 30 days returns - Copper pay return shipping This is the animated film Santa and the three bears on
VHS. This is a Kiddie Matinee movie. The live action in and outro is directed by legendary cult movie director Barry Mahon. The tape was released by Alpha Video as part of their Christmas Classics series. The tape is brand new and still sealed. Buyer to pay and handle per the shipping calculator. We accept PayPal. We will ship to the States and
Canada.Sold bydomerdisc (13872)100.0% Positive feedbackContact sellerUsueel the bears miss Christmas because of their need to hibernate, but this year the cubs woke up early, and now it's time for their very first Christmas! Current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best Selling in VHS Tapes4.8 out of 5 stars Based on 103 Product Ratings
(103)EUR 4.89 New EUR 2.86 Used5.0 out of 5 stars Based on 1 Product Rating (1)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 6 stars based on 1 product rating (1)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 6 stars based on 1 product rating0 product ratings (60)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 77 product ratings (77)EUR 4.57 New EUR 0.81 Used5.0 out of 5 stars Based on 2 product ratings
(2)EUR 81.66 New EUR 65.32 Used4.6 out of 5 stars based on 10 product ratings (10)EUR 5.71 New EUR 0.82 Usage4.8 out of 5 stars Based on 8 Product Ratings (8)EUR 3.92 New EUR 3.25 UsedCurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} from {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Save on VHS Tapes Usually the bears miss Christmas because of their need to hibernate, but this
year the cubs woke up early , and now it's time for their very first Christmas! Current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best Selling in VHS Tapes4.8 out of 5 stars Based on 103 Product Ratings (103)EUR 4.89 New EUR 2.86 Usage5.0 out of 5 stars Based on 1 Product Rating (1)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 6 stars based on 1 product rating
(1)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 6 stars based on 1 product rating0 product ratings (60)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 77 product ratings (77)EUR 4.57 New EUR 0.81 Used5.0 out of 5 stars Based on 2 Product Ratings (2)EUR 81.66 New EUR 65.32 Used4.6 out of 5 stars based on 10 product ratings (10)EUR 5.71 New EUR 0.82 Used4.8 out of 5 stars Based on
8 Product Ratings (8)EUR 3.92 New EUR 3.25 UsedCurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Save on VHS Tires
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